
2012 North Carolina Angus Association Field Day at Biltmore Estate 

 As we arrived on the back side of the beautiful Biltmore Estate, we were soon 

headed down a secluded farm road that’s quite different from the “Biltmore” we see in 

advertisement for the Biltmore Mansion.   

 Check- in was coordinated in the parking area and the North Carolina Angus 

Auxiliary ladies boarded a shuttle for their “Butler Tour” of the Biltmore House and 

gardens.  Everyone else was shuttled to the top of a knoll and greeted by employees 

working diligently to set up tables and everything for lunch and our meeting in a large 

tent in a pasture surrounded by cattle.  

 Eddie Leagans served as our Master of Ceremonies for the day and as always does 

a great job of keeping everything in line and on time, thank you Eddie.  We were 

welcomed by Ted Katsigianis, Biltmore Vice President of Agriculture who gave us an 

overview of the Biltmore Angus herd.  The Angus herd was established in 1983 after the 

dispersal of the Biltmore Jersey herd in 1982.  Twenty nine females were purchased from 

two farms in Georgia that were primarily Graham and Wye breeding.  No additional 

females had been purchased and all 240 breeding age females could be traced to the 

original foundation cattle and until the fall of 2011 all calves were by natural service.   

 In 2011 Biltmore purchased frozen embryos from Coleman Angus in Montana and 

some donor cattle from Sinclair Cattle Company in Pennsylvania.  In the fall of 2011 their 

first ET calves were born and their first homebred cattle flushed.  Their natural service 

sires are a Sinclair Net Present Value / N Bar Emulation EXT 252 son and a Sinclair Grass 

Master / N Bar Prime Time son, owned jointly with Sinclair Cattle Company.  They also 

jointly own a N Bar Emulation 5522 4245A  /  N Bar Prime Time son with Sinclair Cattle 

and Gragg Farms, Boone. 

 Biltmore Angus cattle have been enrolled in the AHIR data program since the first 

calves were born in 1984.  Approximately 240 females are enrolled in the AAA Maternal 

Plus Program.  Fall 2012 Biltmore will evaluate growth and marbling of purebred steers in 

the GeneMax Program.   

 Our first speaker was Tonya Amen, Genetics Services Director for Angus Genetics, 

Inc.  A Colorado native, she was previously employed by Pfizer and has served as an 

assistant professor at the University of Wisconsin, River Falls.  She currently serves on the 

NCBA Young Producers Council.  Tonya interacts with Association entities to educate 



Angus and commercial breeders in a variety of areas.  She laid the ground work of 

information with the newest American Angus DNA test-GeneMax.  She explained the 

advantages of testing to find the heifers with the most potential and those that would 

pass along higher marbling and growth or use the testing to sort feeder calves for highest 

gain and grade.  Genetics account for around 40% of marbling and growth performance.  

GeneMax helps us make these choices via testing and also the critical decision on which 

animal to keep and which to cull. 

Mark McCully, Assistant VP for CAB® followed with up-to-date information on the 

demand for long term, superior quality beef such as CAB®.  It is projected that 2012 CAB® 

sales will surpass the record of 807 million pounds sold in 2011.   CAB® was developed in 

1978 to drive demand of beef in over 40 countries of Angus cattle and it was the first 

fresh beef brand.  McCully joined CAB® in 2000 and has led that AAA entity since.  CAB® 

works with feed lots and cow/calf producers to ensure that the demand doesn’t fall 

behind the supply.  I think the goal of Angus producers is to be able to quality animals for 

CAB®.    It’s like a blue ribbon at the county fair…………..it’s the top prize! 

Next we enjoyed a delicious meal and spent time with other attendees visiting and 

talking Angus!  After lunch our first speaker was Joe Hampton, 2011 President of 

American Angus Association who spoke on his eight years on the board and as President.  

As always Joe is entertaining enough to lighten the mood and totally relax everyone after 

the wonderful luncheon.  Joe talked about many changes that occurred over his eight 

years and said probably more will occur during the next eight.  He talked about the many 

friends he’s made through some honest, but difficult discussions with others in the AAA 

board room, always trying to put the best interest of the membership up front.  Joe said 

probably some of the most challenging times were in discussions on the genetic defects 

and the stance the AAA would take. 

Eugene Shuffler DVM, Union Grove spoke regarding the latest information on 

animal ID.  He listed the three main reasons for animal ID:  (1) Proof of Ownership - 

pretty self explanatory; you can prove the animal is yours by tattoo, brand, ear tag, 

unique markings, etc.; (2) Management-because you can identify different cattle, you will 

be able to know who’s due to calve, which calf goes with each cow; know when one 

needs special treatment, age and other things about each animal; (3) Traceability-as in 

2003 with the BSE dairy cow, the authorities were able to trace that animal to Canada 

and the farm she came from.  Of the 86 animals in that group, USDA accounted for 29; 



the government decided that one-third of the animals weren’t enough to locate……….so 

animal ID was again in the forefront.  August, 2011 it was proposed that the individual 

states regulate ID.    

For animal ID to be successful it must be (1) permanent; (2) individually unique; (3) 

easily and quickly readable; (4) easy to distinguish if tampered with and (5) affordable 

and practical.  Some states are no longer recognizing tattoos or branding but recommend 

the TB tag, the 840 or 900 tags; all states recognize the TB and 840 tags. 

Next up was Randall Hinshaw, Ashby Embryos who gave us a crash course on 

embryo transfers and the advantages for doing embryo transfer…………to improve 

genetics, to hasten herd expansion and to market individual cow families.  Dr. Hinshaw 

said that the donor is the largest variable in embryo production.  He recommends that if 

you’re buying a donor, to ask for her flush history and also ask for information on the 

practitioner who’s been doing the flush work.  He gave several reasons why ultra sound is 

preferred to check pregnancy over other means……………… (1) diagnosis pregnancy earlier; 

(2) it’s more accurate: (3) less invasive; (4) fetal viability; (5) diagnosis abnormalities; (6) 

fetal sexing.    

 Rounding out the speakers was David Gazda, Regional Representative for AAA who 

spoke on “Leadership, Dedication and Youth”.  David gave examples of all three and their 

importance in his work for American Angus Association and the people he has worked 

with; using examples from the AAA entities of AIMES, software records; Angus Source. 

feeder calves; API and their publications, CAB, looks like 2012 will be another record year; 

Angus Foundation, their funding for the youth activities, Boot Camps, LEAD, scholarships; 

and member services.  He mentioned Robin Ruff, Director for Junior Angus activities and 

the contributions she’s made as mother to 10,000 Junior Angus members.  He talked 

about the new Angus Ambassadorship and the Summer Internships which are new in 

2012.  He mentioned the thirteen regional managers and the Auxiliary and he 

congratulated Joe on his service to American Angus and Brooke Harward on being elected 

the 2012 Miss American Angus.   David’s message was a wonderful tribute to those at 

AAA in St. Joseph, Missouri who work extremely hard for the Angus breed and the 

American Angus members.   

 A special thank you to Ted Katsigianis and Biltmore Estate for hosting the 2012 

North Carolina Angus Field Day; to John Cassavaugh, Jo Linville and the field day 

committee for all their planning and for a wonderful fun filled day!     
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